
Vanilla	 Woffpuff

by	 Lisa	 Choi

Hi my name is Vanilla Woffpuff, I’m ten years old. I wear goggles when I start 

inventing things and when I don’t invent things, I put them in my hair. I like vanilla 

ice cream like you see in my name. I sleep in for school so I have built a time 

stopper in my room. The time stopper pauses time for me so I can sleep in for 

school or to get in first for ice cream. I came up with it in a Sci-fi book that I 

read.

Flash: a Robot Dog

I have also built, Flash, a 

robot dog which is water 

proof. It makes you 

happier and less lonely. It 

has yellow ears, black 

eyes, and white body. Up 

to the tip of the feet it is 

yellow. It can understand 

better than normal dogs. It 

can know any language, 

English, French, Chinese, animal languages and even Martian language. Flash can 

swim, juggle, play the piano, write, lion tame and go on a tight rope; so it can 

practically do anything. Flash the adventure dog can never make you bored. 
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There are little panels on its back so when you push it softly, different things 

come out. Like ice cream, a hammer, a tight rope stick, etc. Also when you press 

the panels its radar ears pop out and it springs to its feet, and its propeller on its 

tail pops out too. 

I came up with Flash from jetpack joyride, the little dog. I built it in my tree 

house where I always build things. I had problems like the dog’s head kept 

jumping away, the springs bounced everywhere, and the ice cream kept 

splatting my face. As a result I caged the dog’s head, tied the springs with a 

strong rope and wore a protective mask with wind screen wipers. That is my 

latest invention. 
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My Invention Pitch

My name is Vanilla Woffpuff. I think my inventions are fantastic because they 

are fantastic; Flash the robot dog is from jetpack joyride. It can lion tame, jump 

off a cliff and etc. Flash has black eyes, yellow ears and feet and white body. It 

makes you happy. It can speak any language. Flash the adventure dog can do 

anything. 
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